Treatment with sodium hyaluronate eye drops in a patient who had early-onset bleb leakage after trabeculectomy with mitomycin C
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Abstract: We present the case of a 47-year-old man who had bilateral proliferative diabetic retinopathy and neovascular glaucoma. Schirmer I test revealed tear secretions of 5 mm and 3 mm in the right and left eyes, respectively. Tear breakup times in the right and left eyes were 7 and 8 seconds, respectively. The ocular surface staining in both eyes was scored as Grade 1 as per the Oxford scheme. Retinal photocoagulation was performed for correction of the proliferative diabetic retinopathy and ruberosis iridis, which resolved with treatment. However, the intraocular pressure in the left eye could not be adequately controlled. Therefore, trabeculectomy with mitomycin C using limbal-based conjunctival flap was performed. Three hours after the surgery, the patient developed a large and diffuse filtering bleb, but no leakage occurred from the conjunctival scar. However, on the first postoperative day, leakage was noted and the conjunctiva was at the leakage point. The leakage resolved transiently, but recurred the next day. Severe keratoconjunctival epithelial failure was detected, and the patient was administrated 0.1% sodium hyaluronate eye drops six times daily. The epithelial failure improved, and many microcysts were detected on the bleb surface where the epithelial failure improved. The leakage resolved 2 days after initiation of the sodium hyaluronate eye drops. The microcysts disappeared and the bleb surface became smooth 1 month later.
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Introduction

The study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki principles. Treatment was administered after the purpose of the study was explained to the patient and they provided informed consent. Doctors explained that sodium hyaluronate eye drops effectively treat dry eye and rarely cause severe side effects. Moreover, the patient was told that the sodium hyaluronate eye drops prevent complications of trabeculectomy with mitomycin C (MMC).

Patients with a history of trabeculectomy may occasionally present with early-onset bleb leakages, which is difficult to treat in some cases.1,2 Treatment with sodium hyaluronate eye drops has been reported to be efficacious for dry eye1 and prevents late-onset bleb leakage after trabeculectomy with MMC.4 Epithelial failure of the bleb wall caused by tear dysfunction could contribute to late-onset bleb leakage after trabeculectomy with MMC,4,5 and dry eye was suspected as one cause of late-onset bleb leakage.5 Reports indicate that late-onset bleb leaks in patients with ocular surface diseases can be treated effectively by using a combination of sodium hyaluronate and autologous serum eye drops.6 Considering these findings, we speculated that tear dysfunction and/or epithelial failure of the bleb surface impedes wound healing and contributes to early-onset bleb leakage. In this report, we present a case of early-onset bleb leakage that resolved with sodium hyaluronate treatment.
bleb leakage, tear dysfunction, and epithelial failure of the bleb surface after trabeculectomy with MMC that was treated using sodium hyaluronate eye drops.

**Case report**

The patient was a 47-year-old man who had bilateral proliferative diabetic retinopathy, neovascular glaucoma, and tear dysfunction. Schirmer I test revealed tear secretion levels of 5 and 3 mm in the right and left eyes, respectively. Tear breakup times were 7 and 8 seconds for the right and left eye, respectively. The ocular surface staining with fluorescein dye was scored as Grade 1 in both eyes. Accordingly, retinal photocoagulation was performed to treat the proliferative diabetic retinopathy and rubeosis iridis; the latter resolved completely with treatment.

However, despite the administration of the maximum tolerated doses of topical antiglaucoma medications, intraocular pressure (IOP) continued to remain high, with the level in the left eye exceeding more than 25 mmHg. Therefore, trabeculectomy with MMC using limbal-based conjunctival flap was performed; during surgery, 0.04% MMC was applied for 5 minutes. Tenon’s capsule was not excised, and the conjunctival flap and the underlying Tenon’s capsule were closed tightly with shoelace 10–0 nylon sutures. Three hours after the operation, a large and diffuse filtering bleb was detected; however, no leakage of the conjunctival scar was noticed. However, leakage was detected on the first postoperative day, and the IOP was 7 mmHg with noncontact tonometer. Resuturing the conjunctiva at the point of leakage stopped the leakage transiently, but it resumed the next day even though the subject was treated with a compression bandage after resuturing. On examination, severe keratoconjunctival epithelial failure (Figure 1) was detected, and the patient was treated with 0.1% sodium hyaluronate eye drops (Hyalein; Santen Pharmaceutical Co Ltd, Osaka, Japan) administered six times daily with the patient lying supine to allow the drops to spread onto the upper blebs. With this treatment, improvement in the epithelial failure was seen at some sites, which showed the presence of many microcysts on the bleb surface; the leakage resolved completely 2 days after starting the sodium hyaluronate eye drops without using compression bandage (Figure 2). One month after starting this treatment, the microcysts disappeared; the bleb surface was smooth; and the IOP was 10 mmHg (Figure 3). However, subsequently, 18 months after starting the application of sodium hyaluronate eye drops, the bleb was found to be flat and IOP was poorly controlled despite administration of maximum tolerated doses of topical antiglaucoma medications and exceeded 22 mmHg in the left eye. Therefore, trabeculotomy was performed, and thereafter, IOP has remained in control, at less than 15 mmHg, over a period of 5 years.

**Discussion**

Severe, early-onset bleb leakage causes various serious complications, including choroidal effusions, suprachoroidal hemorrhage, hypotonic maculopathy, and endophthalmitis. In addition, the resulting flat bleb may promote the forma-
tion of adhesions between the roof and the base of the bleb, thereby hampering bleb evolution and increasing the risk of bleb scarring and failure. Early bleb leakage (caused by wound leak or conjunctival button holes) may be related to deficient wound closure, patent stitch tracts, or surgical trauma to the conjunctiva.\textsuperscript{1,8} In addition, the use of augmenting antimetabolites may suppress wound healing and further increase the risk of bleb leak.\textsuperscript{9} Severe, early-onset bleb leakage must be promptly treated to prevent the occurrence of these serious complications. However, in some cases, it is difficult to detect the exact reason for the leak, and it can continue to persist for more than 100 days.\textsuperscript{2} On the other hand, ocular surface complications following trabeculectomy with MMC are fairly common.\textsuperscript{10}

In this case, we observed severe epithelial failure of the bleb wall, and the leakage recurred soon after resuturing. The severe epithelial failure on the bleb wall hindered the reepithelialization of the conjunctival scar, thereby contributing to the development of early leakage after trabeculectomy with MMC. Many microcysts were detected

Figure 2 (A and B) Photographs obtained 2 days after the initiation of sodium hyaluronate eye drops.
Notes: The images show improvement of epithelial failure and resolution of the leakage point. Several microcysts are visible on the bleb surface at the sites where the epithelial failure showed improvement.

Figure 3 (A and B) Photograph taken 1 month after initiation of treatment with sodium hyaluronate eye drops.
Note: The microcysts are absent and the bleb surface is smooth.
on the bleb surface at sites where the epithelial failure showed improvement. Similar microcysts are frequently observed on the surface of the cornea with bullous keratopathy and in the presence of stromal edema of the cornea. These microcysts frequently appear on functional, thin bleb surfaces. This case reiterates the findings of Sagara et al, who reported that microcysts occur on the avascular bleb surface when the defective epithelial area of the bleb wall showed improvement following the use of sodium hyaluronate eye drops. They speculated that stromal edema of the conjunctiva, which is caused by the aqueous humor within the bleb, induced the formation of microcysts in the presence of a thin conjunctival epithelium. Therefore, in this case, the microcysts may have appeared as a result of the reepithelialization of the bleb wall because the leakage from the defective epithelial area was suppressed by the presence of the thin conjunctival epithelium.

Sodium hyaluronate can suppress the breakup of the precorneal tear film. The tear fluid contains various cytokines, such as epidermal growth factor and vitamin A, which help maintain the normal histology of the conjunctiva. Therefore, in our case, the application of sodium hyaluronate eye drops may have suppressed the breakup of the tear film and promoted the reepithelialization of the bleb surface.

However, the incidence of flattening or encapsulation of the bleb tends to be greater when sodium eye drops are administered immediately after trabeculectomy and continued for a long time. Sodium hyaluronate eye drops may advance fibrosis of the bleb wall and decrease bleb function when administered immediately after trabeculectomy. In the present case, the bleb was eventually rendered flat, and reoperation had to be performed to suppress the IOP. To avoid this, it is necessary to stop administration of the drops before the bleb becomes flat.

Conclusion
Close monitoring of the bleb surface after trabeculectomy is important, particularly in the presence of tear dysfunction and/or ocular surface disorder. Our experience in this case suggests that the application of sodium hyaluronate eye drops may effectively resolve post trabeculectomy early-onset bleb leaks that are caused by epithelial failure of the bleb wall.
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